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I take this opportunity to wish a very happy and a
prosperous new year to the parents of our children,
our donors and well-wishers!
We start this new year with the intent to move
forward with services to our kids and include a
livelihood program as an additional passion and the
entire team at Arvind Foundation is working with
renewed energy and zeal towards this. We will
continue to explore more opportunities and options
for our students that will make them more
independent. My deepest gratitude for all your
support all these years.
I would like to close this note with a request to
continue your support and well wishes as always.
Athma Raj
Founder
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God's Own Café
Cooking is therapy and it sure is a part of our vocational training provided to our young
adults. They learn the art of cooking, serving, taking orders and much more here! To
display their learning and to give them a bit of practical exposure, they setup ARVIND'S
CAFE once in three months @ Arvindniketan, KK Nagar. This time, God's own children of
our vocational institute exhibited cooking recipes from the God's own country, KERALA.
They prepared, displayed and sold exotic dishes like Ada Pradhaman, Ela Ada, Ulli Vada,
Kalathappam, Nilakadalaeetapazhamurundai, Pottukadalaurundai and Masala Chaai. It
was a wonderful evening and our guests and children all had loads of fun!

Nirmaan
NIRMAAN—to construct—is a residential program conducted periodically for our students with
Special Needs at ARVINDAALAYAM, our residential facility in Poonamallee (Chennai), to
provide them an environment and opportunity to learn independent living. This is a two day
program and the children and staff have fun while learning and exploring. In these two days,
our children are away from the comfort of their homes and are a part of various activities such
as cutting vegetables, eating meals & snacks, group walks & gardening, Carpentry, weaving &
making Arecanut Plates, songs & dance, meditation & of course sleeping (without parents by
their side—this is big deal for them!). Huge milestone for all of us!

Vocational Education
Arvind Institute of Vocational Excellence located @ KK Nagar is where our special needs young
adults learn vocational skills like working with computers, skills of carpentry, gardening, organic
farming, cooking, making of consumables such as masala powders, packing skills, and
handicrafts products. They make about 43 different vocational products which are sold by
putting up stalls in corporates, public events and colleges, etc. We have also collaborated with
hotels, super markets and shops for selling these products. Recently, we have launched a new
initiative—VOCATIONAL TRAINING LIVELIHOOD PROGRAM, wherein our trained special adults
will receive a small stipend for their efforts and contribution. It has been a long-standing desire
of the organization to enable the special adults to move towards the first step of economic
independence and we have taken our first baby step towards this goal.
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Teacher's Day
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FORD Hackathon
Ford India’s Hackathon is helping us a great deal in revamping our website which is the need of
the hour for us. Ford IT team is giving entirely fresh look to our website and will be providing
support for the next six months on developing an integrated app which will help us record and
monitor a special child’s health development and a tracking solution which will be helpful in
tracking the location of our special children. They are also helping us put up a system in place
to market our products online. The work is still in progress, but we are ever so grateful to the
Ford IT team to have kickstarted this.
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Cyclone Gaja relief
A big shout out to all the volunteers and donors who helped us gather relief material to be sent
to Vedaranyam, Nagapattinam. The area was quite badly affected by cyclone Gaja and we were
able to do our bit by sending basic necessities such as toothbrush, toothpaste, shampoo
bedsheets, candles, sanitary napkins, bread and milk.
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